Viewing the online training offered by PNC

Internet Explorer has worked best as the browser.

Follow this url:  
https://pncresourcecenter.learn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178411&page=1

First time users must register.

Once registered choose this option

From the Simulations menu choose ActivePay
At Stevens, Standard Reports are found under the Reports Widget, there is no Report Studio at Stevens. See page 4.

Not all applicable for Stevens, see page 4.

Click to launch the simulations. Please note, there is only one section of the Report Studio that pertains to Stevens and the Card Management does not apply at all.

Click to launch the Introduction course. It is made of up many short segments.
Please note there are differences in modules. This simulation presentation is generic for all PNC customers.

On the next page there are screen shots and explanations detailing how this simulation training differs from the modules available for Stevens’ employees.
The simulation system offers different modules than the production system. The first screen shown is the simulation system and the blue bubble below details the Stevens’ modules available.

Stevens PCardholders have access to these three areas. They do have access to two standard reports via the Reports widget, outlined below.

This is the Reports Widget.